Copyright Cheat Sheet

College of the Rockies is currently operating under Access Copyright College Premium License Agreement and its permissions and has adopted the Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC’s) Fair Dealing Policy.

Access Copyright:

- Up to 20% of a copyright protected work or two chapters (whichever is greater)
- Resource must be brought to the library or email copyright@cotr.bc.ca to request permissions

Short excerpts covered by Fair Dealing for research, private study or education:

- Up to 10% of a copyright protected work or one chapter (whichever is greater)
- Up to 10% of a sound recording or audiovisual work
- A single article from a journal or magazine
- An artistic work (such as a photograph) from a copyright protected work containing other artistic works
- An entire newspaper article or page of a newspaper
- An entire single poem from a copyright protected work containing other poems
- An entire entry from an encyclopedia, annotated bibliography, or directory

Works in the Public Domain:

Works that are not protected by copyright are said to be in the Public Domain, and you are free to use them in any way you choose. A work typically enters the Public Domain when its term of copyright expires. Determining whether or not a work is in the Public Domain can be complicated.

Works that are in the Creative Commons:

- Follow the permissions indicated for each resource

Educational exceptions:

- Copying for exams and tests
- Copying for classroom displays

Content from the Web:

- There is no clearly visible notice that specifically prohibits copying for educational use
- You have no reason to believe the content is posted to the internet illegally
- There is no password protection or restrictions to access the content

You can always share the link

Content from a Library Database

- Each resource has its own licensing agreement
- Search the Database Permissions Table available on the Faculty Copyright Guide for permissions of each database

You can always share the permalink

Always cite the source on the first page of copies.

For more information or to ask any copyright questions, please contact Sue Morin, Senior Library Technician, Copyright copyright@cotr.bc.ca; 250-489-2751 x.3407